
COMMAND TOPICS 
MONTHLY DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION NEWSLETTER 

June 2022 - “Juneteenth Heritage Month” 

Join us as we continue to enjoy and educate ourselves through a diverse assortment of literature, media, art, film, music and more. The intent of the 

Command Topics is to help further develop an awareness and understanding of diverse and inclusive topics within our unique community. 

Each month the Command topics features a new theme or focus that highlights a particular group, topic or perspective,  

so make sure to check out previous Command Topics by visiting https://cascom.army.mil/diversity/  

 

COMMAND TOPICS DISCLAIMER The appearance of a title and accompanying summary in this list do not imply or constitute an endorsement or an 

approval by United States Army or any of the products, services, or opinions of the authors or creators. However, these books, articles, music, and other 

media contain thought-provoking ideas and viewpoints relevant to diversity and inclusion. United States Army neither controls nor guarantees the accuracy, 

relevance, timeliness, completeness, or legality of the content of the books, articles, music and other media referenced in this list. 

WHAT ARE WE 

WATCHING 

READING 

LISTENING 

ESSENCE: 17 Documentaries, Movies and Specials 
To Watch For Juneteenth - Essence  

From Hulu's celebration of overcoming to Good Morning America's two-hour 

special, these programs are must-watches this month.  

A century and a half later, people all over celebrate Juneteenth, the day that 

commemorates freedom from the long shadow of American slavery. Explore 

shows that examine how the holiday celebrates Black liberation while maintain-

ing for movement for racial equity. 

The Movement: The African American Struggle for Civil 
Rights   

By Thomas C. Holt published by Oxford University Press    

The civil rights movement was among the most important historical developments of the twen-

tieth century and one of the most remarkable mass movements in American history. Not only 

did it decisively change the legal and political status of African Americans, but it prefigured as 

well the moral premises and methods of struggle for other historically oppressed groups seek-

ing equal standing in American society. And, yet, despite a vague, sometimes begrudging 

recognition of its immense import, more often than not the movement has been misrepresent-

ed and misunderstood. For the general public, a singular moment, frozen in time at the lincoln 

Memorial, sums up much of what Americans know about that remarkable decade of struggle. 

Seizing Freedom Podcast   

By Kidada E. Williams  

Highlighting true stories of Black people's fight for liberation, progress and joy 

from the Civil War to the Civil Rights Movement and beyond. Seizing Freedom 

illustrates the myriad ways Black people have sought and defined their own free-

dom in spite of the monumental forces at work to keep them from it. 
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